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“A brand new, stylish holiday home” 

This 2019 ABI Summerbreeze Deluxe is a new and updated, two bedroom caravan that is built to offer first class 

comfort with all the quality, modern furnishings you would expect.  This latest model features stylish bright colour 

schemes throughout and flush-fit lightning.  With its bright, open plan layout and plenty of storage, it is ideal for 

family use.  The comfortable lounge has L shaped sofas and a feature wall mounted fireplace. There are  

large windows to allow extra light and natural light wood effect units and furnishings throughout. The dining area 

comes with a freestanding dining table and fixed dinette seating with two drum stools. The well  

designed kitchen and hallway leads through to the master bedroom with a large wardrobe and dressing area, plus 

an en-suite. There is a further twin bedroom and a family bathroom. 

Plot 070 
Key Features: 
 36ft x 12ft chassis  
 Double glazing & central heating 
 Open plan living/dining/kitchen  
 Two bedrooms 
 Master bedroom with en-suite WC 
 Family bathroom 
 Deluxe Pack 
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Arranging a Viewing 
To arrange a viewing of this holiday home, to discuss your requirements, or to find out more about 

Old Park Wood please telephone 015395 58266, or email opw@holker.co.uk .   

Finding Old Park Wood Holiday Park 

Leave the M6 at junction 36 and take the A590 towards Kendal. Follow the A590 towards  

Barrow-in-Furness. At the roundabout take the B5277 towards Grange-over-Sands. Go through 

Grange-over-Sands on the B5277, at Flookburgh, take the B5278 through Cark and about mile after 

the Holker Hall Estate, there is a turning on the left clearly signposted to Old Park Wood. 
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Kitchen: 
Modern, stylish fitted kitchen with cooker and  
separate grill, plus a hob and extractor hood 
over. There are 40mm kitchen worktops and 
matching upstands.  Also includes fridge freezer 
and built in microwave.  
 
Dining area with free standing table, fixed  
dinette seating and 2 drum stools. 
 
Lounge: 
The comfortable lounge has L shaped sofas and a 
feature wall mounted fireplace. There are large 
windows to allow extra light and natural  
light wood effect and sand beige cupboards 
throughout. 
 
Master Bedroom: 
The master bedroom comes with a king size bed 
and fabric headboards, a large wardrobe and 
dressing area with stool. 
 
En-suite: 
A very useful additional WC and hand basin. 
 
Bedroom 2: 
Twin beds with fabric headboards, cupboards 
and bedside table. 
 
Bathroom: 
Family shower room with WC and basin. 
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